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With a subwoofer, the A500s come with dual-circuit
heating-and-cooling operation, enabling the system
to operate more efficiently. There are temperature
warning lights, and a temperature gauge for the

individual drivers. The A500 is a sealed design with
front- and rear-mounted 6 woofers and a 0.74 soft-

dome tweeter, each driver powered by its own class-
D amplifier specified to output 150W RMS. Each

A500 has a line-level balanced (XLR) input on the
back, for connection to a preamplifier, plus a built-in
Wireless Speaker & Audio (WiSA) receiver that can
wirelessly accept digital audio signals of resolutions
up to 24-bit/96kHz from a WiSA transmitter, such as

Buchardts Stereo Hub. It appears that the Blu-ray
A500 features a single discrete coaxial input, and
that it does require the use of an add-on cable to
utilize either of the A500s optical inputs. Did you

know that you can create perfectly sweetening your
music? Or mix your own sound? Ever tried it? Youll

love DP11 wireless Music Studio and the Fender Jazz
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Bass sound! It records your MIDI performances and
lets you edit them on the piano. Once youre done,

youll be able to capture all your work to the USB/SD
card, and/or directly to a Mac or Windows PC. And

you can take the connection even further by
connecting DP11 wireless music studio with other
devices, such as a keyboard or drum set. Imagine

that moment: youre noodling with your instrument,
letting your muse take over humming into a live

microphone, strumming a DId guitar or playing your
MIDI keyboardwhen suddenly that spark happens: a
phrase or lick that could be the start of something
special. With DP11, just choose the Retrospective

Record command and now its in a track, safely
captured forever, ready for the next creative step.
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Creative said the A500s are available now in the US
for $2,099.99. The company is trying to weather the
recession by pricing the A500s aggressively, about
$3,000 less than similar-sounding speakers from

Sony and B&W. I can attest to that, since the Sony
X-700 and B&W P7000 have proven to be solid and

reasonably priced, too. The X-700, which we're
currently reviewing, costs about $2,500. I could go
on and on about the merits of each technology, but
my enthusiasm for this debate pales in comparison

with the unique triumphs of the Creative A500s.
Unlike previous incarnations of the A500, at a time

when technical innovation has given way to
overabundant options, this latest version offers a

streamlined, bold, exciting package, highlighted by
a good sound quality at an affordable price. It may
not be the flagship youre accustomed to, but we
recommend it with full confidence. To achieve a
wide soundstage with such small speakers, the

system required clever integration of subs,
crossover, speakers, digital signal processing, and

DSP-driven digital mixing. With its subsonic
frequency range, an unusually low-frequency, "hole"
in the 6-driver's dispersion, and minium^ speaker
geometry, DMW became a tour-de-force of audio
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engineering. The DMW system pairs a 32-bit MIPS
R4400 processor, 1GB of RAM, and a Creative PCI-
Express card in a custom-designed enclosure. A

single power supply drives a multiple output mixer
board, which processes both the input and DMW

drivers. This kind of connectivity is crucial in a home-
theater system. All you need to do is plug in the

system into your Ethernet jack, connect the HDMI
cable to your set-top box, and connect your TV and

surround sound speakers. Then, youll be able to
enjoy the A500 sound over your whole-home audio

system, or even directly from your TV. For most
people, setup is easy and fast. 5ec8ef588b
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